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Notes from the Editor

P

athways. They lead and wind along unique and
interlocking roads, moving forward and growing
comfortable with the tread and wear of travel. They are
each adventures, sometimes not-yet-forged and unknown. Sometimes even the destination is not as important as the pathway one takes to get there. There are
pathways, trails, and legacies of travel that make up the
great adventure that is the region of Southeast Ohio.
There can be literal paths, whether they are for vino-voyagers (Page 8), dedicated locavores (Page 6), or
from the beach back to the local pub (Page 12). These
are the borders and markers that suggest and guide
from place to place, letting one navigate boundaries for
exploration, with plenty of stops for spirited, hearty sustenance along the way.
Some trails are not so apparent, and they may lead
an explorer off the beaten path, slightly wary and timeworn reminders of the past. The Roseville Prison (Page
4) is one locally-fabled location that lies ominously offtrail. Explorers beware. The path of tracing the steps of
the alleged Mothman is another that is not well-marked,
albeit fascinating, journey of local lore and legend.
Other paths are not found on road or land but are
instead marked in the experiences of those living them.
Megan Wise’s (Page 38) determination has brought
her life on a journey from Southeast Ohio classrooms
to Miss USA stages. Toy And Plastic Brick Museum
founder Dan Brown’s path has taken a slightly different,
albeit equally as interesting, turn from toys to politics
(Page 20).
Southeast Ohio is also home to Anthony Mayle, who
seeks to honor the legacy of the Underground Railroad
and to map its path, giving life and measure to the bravest route in American history (Page 24).

The stories inside this issue represent a world that is
not always easy to navigate. But they can serve as a compass and a lesson for journeys in the future. Certainly,
Southeast Ohio could be a trail of its own, telling the
stories of its many explorers and residents alike.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Louis Baragona
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The Scene

Forbidden Rose

The Unusual Beauty of Roseville Prison
BY AUNJANNA MILLION | PHOTO BY ANDREW DOWNING

B

e watchful of out-of-town motorists traveling state
Route 93 between Roseville and Zanesville. They
will likely slow down to take in the curious view
of a partially boarded-up brick compound with matching
guard tower. More important, make sure no one stops to
take a picture, much less get out of the car.
The buildings, formerly the Roseville Prison, no longer
houses inmates. Today, it is home to an extended family
that relishes its privacy.
However, the 27-acre property’s history is well-documented. The prison operated from 1927 until 1966 as one
of two satellite prisons of the Ohio Penitentiary in Columbus, and prisoners who demonstrated good behavior
could be transferred to Roseville.

4
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During this time, inmates at the medium-security work
facility made 30,000 bricks daily, many of which bore the
marker “convict made.” They also farmed the land to produce their own food and sell goods to the community.
A rickety scoreboard still stands in the confines of the
barbed wire fence around the prison yard where inmates
were allowed to play baseball games. “The entire town
could come out and watch the games from over the fence,”
says Roseville Historical Society President Joan Springs,
recalling the town’s pre-television pastimes.
After the prison closed, the space was an ice skating
rink, a Halloween haunted house and paintballing site. In
2007, the property sold at auction to Linda Gebhart for
$89,500. Following Gebhart’s death, the land and buildings

were left to her partner, Robert Taggert. What was once a
guarded dwelling for criminals is now a personal haven for
the Taggert family, guarded by at least one 9mm..
Beyond a brick--paved driveway and garden wall lies
the two original guard houses. Farther down are a number
of trailers occupied by the Taggerts, all flanked by a collection of dogs and cats. “The slums baby, but it’s family, and
it’s ours,” says Stacie Gebhart-Taggert, daughter of Linda
Gebhart and Robert Taggert.
Perhaps not surprisingly, legends also accompany this
historical location. There have been reports of The Lady
in White at the location, when late at night the figure of a
woman in a white dress can be seen jumping from the roof
of the main building. Despite the myth, there is no record
of jumps from the property’s roof or deaths and seemingly
no fuel for paranormal activity.
Nothing more seems to remain than a weed-choked
yard and crumbling structures. The bricked beast of beauty

is hidden in the confines of the private family compound.
Few people are allowed on the grounds, but the family says they still have problems with people coming onto
the property to just look around. Tourists, ghostbusters,
intruders, and the public are unwelcomed unless pre-approved by the family.
“I understand that this used to be owned by the county,
but that’s no longer the issue,” says Gebhart-Taggert. “This
is our home...We do not want individuals coming onto our
property taking pictures without permission.”
Those still curious about the Roseville Prison property
can view YouTube videos made by PSI Investigates:
Part 1: www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBLcLn84J0E
Part 2: www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bAP-hfrW_0
Part 3: www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWo9VefPdOY
Part 4: www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wKglD9iDb0

Built in 1926, this historical prison compound
has withered to an alluring architectural thorn.
S o u t heas t O hi o
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Behind the Bite

Bon Vivant

One Couple, 9 Tables and a Feast for All Senses
BY NATASCHA TOFT
PHOTOS BY ERICA BRECHTELSBAUER

T

ucked away in Eclipse Company Town
near The Plains in Athens County is an
old miner’s house-turned-restaurant that
radiates newfound spirit and savory smells.
In front of the restaurant’s little wooden
house, a large steel sign that reads ‘9 Tables’ sways
in the wind. Candles, wine bottles and various
ornaments decorate its entrance. Inside, Bill
Justice is busy preparing ingredients and cooking
up sauces in the kitchen.
His wife, Susanne, is setting the tables,
ensuring that every glass is spotless and each
fork is perfectly aligned with the plate next to
it. In her black dress adorned with little gold
sparkles, she seamlessly blends with the jazzinspired ambience of the dining room; the dark
red walls are decorated with large paintings, owld
instruments and vintage dresses.
The setting illustrates a reinvention on both
historical and personal levels. A century ago,
Athens County was among the most productive
mining areas in Ohio, and Eclipse Company
Town, then called The Hocking Coal Co.
Town, was known as one of the coal-mining
communities of Little Cities of Black Diamonds.
Today, the village houses families, small
businesses and 9 Tables, a gourmet restaurant.
Chef Bill Justice and Susanne Justice have
been together for 11 years and have three young
daughters. With the birth of their youngest
daughter, Macy, now 4, Bill decided it was time
to open his own restaurant. After spending many
years in the food industry and many days and
hours away from home, he opened 9 Tables in
2011. A short drive from the family’s home, the
restaurant represents a business built around
their family and Bill’s passion for food.
“I decided I wasn’t going to trade money for
this time (with my children) before they start
school and their friends become more important
to them,” Bill says.
Bill’s road to becoming chef for one of the
best restaurants in the country — voted among
top 250 best restaurants five years in a row
by urbanspoon.com and examiner.com — is
decidely unconventional. Early in his culinary
career, Bill worked for a golf course, where he
6
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would occasionally meet French chefs. “They
golfed poorly so they needed a fresh supply of
golf balls all the time, and I would bring them
golf balls and they would make me food,” Bills
says. “And I just wouldn’t leave them alone until
they showed me how it worked.”
True to its name, the restaurant only has nine
tables and can seat up to 30 guests. Most evenings,
Susanne and Bill run the place by themselves;
however, on particularly busy evenings they will
get outside help or have one of their daughters
set up tables or help serve food. While the food
is epicurean, the menu and the table setting is
casual. “You can bring someone who has never
gone to fine dining before and they immediately
feel comfortable,“ Susanne says.
The course offerings vary according to season
as everything is sourced from local farmers and
supermarkets. And while Bill’s signature dish
of mussels in white wine and cream sauce with
garlic croutons may taste magical, he willingly
invites anyone to peak behind the proverbial
curtain. “I don’t have any secrets, I’m always
ready to show guests how I make things.”
This engaging approach to dining undoubtedly
appeals to 9 Tables’ regular customers, and it also
attracts the attention (and appetite) of notable
out-of-town guests, which include NATO
member Edward Chau and the founder of the
BET network, Robert L. Johnson.
The restaurant is open three days a week,
Thursday to Saturday. While the couple tell their
guests that a dinner usually takes around two
hours, a seven-hour dinner is not uncommon.
With an open kitchen and thus an open view to
Bill working his magic, time easily flies by.
On this particular night, Bill pours wine
into a pan so that flames spark from it before he
delicately arranges tonight’s course on the white
round plates. Susanne readies the awaiting guest’s
table for the food’s arrival.
Later in the evening or in between courses, the
couple may also serve a harmonic feast to guests;
— Susanne singing torch songs accompanied by
Bill on guitar. Together, the Justices prove to be
something beyond food connoisseurs; they are
enthusiasts of life.

ABOVE | While the sauces simmer in the
kitchen, Bill takes a break to accompany
Susanne on his guitar before the first dinner
guests arrive.
LEFT | Bill arranges the first course of the
evening: crostini with sea scallops, portabella
and smoked tomatoes.
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Behind the Bite

Day Trips and Sips
Appalachian Wine Trail Links the Region’s Grape Escapes
BY KAITLYN PACHECO | PHOTOS BY TYLER ROSS

L

overs of the great outdoors (and fruit of the vine)
visit independent wineries across southeast Ohio
to sample local libations, enjoy live music and — in
a spirited twist — check off their trail cards. There are
11 stops on the Appalachian Wine Trail, which begins in
Warsaw at Heritage Vineyards Winery and ends with the
Merry Family Winery in Bidwell.
The Ohio Wine Producers Association, OWPA, designed the wine trail to create an interactive experience
for customers and generate business for the wineries.
“People who like wine generally enjoy the exploration of wine,” says OWPA executive director Donniella
Winchell.“A lot of people will explore new wineries to see
what else they can fall in love with.”
In 1993, the OWPA established a membership program that linked several southeastern Ohio wineries as
participants in the Appalachian Wine Trail. The program
was created to help increase visitation to the wineries
during the winter offseason and introduce customers to
the distinct wines, ambiance and traditions of the region.
Since the vineyards on the Appalachian Wine Trail extend to Athens, Washington, Muskingum counties and
beyond, the OWPA began having monthlong events for
wine enthusiasts who visit several trail wineries.
Participants begin their 11-stop expedition by picking up a trail card and detailed brochure at any of the
8
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member wineries. Once the trail card has been validated
at a few of the wineries on the Appalachian Wine Trail,
participants are eligible to win prizes.
For example, participants who visited all 11 participating wineries were entered in a drawing to win a free
overnight stay at Salt Fork Lodge or Atwood Lake Resort
through the Great Grape Escape event.
Each event typically draws more than 100 people, and
the majority of participants have completed at least half
of their trail cards.
“On a scale of one to 10, I’d say our success with the
trail has been about a seven or eight, and there’s always
room for improvement,” Winchell says. “Over the years,
we’ve offered amenities, gifts, food to give to folks so the
trail becomes a destination.”
Before Donna and Paul Roberts opened Terra Cotta
Vineyards in 1999, the couple participated in many Ohio
Wine events and volunteered at the Vintage Ohio Wine
Festival in Kirtland. Since she was a part of the customer
base before co-owning a vineyard herself, Donna understands how important the trails are for encouraging wine
lovers to visit wineries across the state.
“Trail events are good for wineries as it does bring customers to the winery that may not come otherwise, and
they like to bring friends with them,” Donna says.

A Taste of the
Wine Trail
Heritage Vineyards Winery
Warsaw, OH | 740-824-4314
www.HeritageVineyardWinery.com
Marietta Wine Cellars
Marietta, OH | 740-373-9463
www.MariettaWineCellars.net
Merry Family Winery
Bidwell, OH | 740-245-9463
www.MerryFamilyWinery.com
Shade Winery
Shade, OH | 740-696-1323
www.ShadeWinery.com
Stone Crest Vineyard
Frazeyburg, OH | 740-828-WINE
www.StoneCrestVine.com
Terra Cotta Vineyards
Concord, OH | 740-872-3791
www.TerraCottaVineyards.com
Unicorn Wine Guild
Belpre, OH | 740-423-1300
www.UnicornWineGuild.com
Yellow Butterfly Winery
Newcomerstown, OH | 740-498-9667
www.YellowButterflyWinery.com

OPPOSITE PAGE | Shade Winery
offers guests a kaleidoscope of red,
white and sweet wines.
LEFT| Say “cheese” at Shade Winery
while you relax.
S o u t heas t O hi o
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The Business of Buying Local

Region’s 30 Mile Meal Project a Sustainable, Savory Sensation
BY EMMA MCCALLISTER | PHOTOS BY ANDREW DOWNING

V

isitors strolling Uptown Athens could easily mistake the businesses that avidly display their use of
local ingredients on storefront stickers or chalkboards as standard for any contemporary college town.
However, this locavore pride reaches far beyond the
Ohio University bricks — 30 miles, to be exact.
The 30 Mile Meal Project is a collaboration between
the Athens County Convention & Visitors Bureau, the
Appalachian Center for Economic Networks and local
food partners called the Real Food Real Local Institute.
The project is based on the premise that all food should be
produced within a 30-mile radius of where it is served and
ingredients should come from fewer than 100 miles away.
The result is the area is able to achieve a “super-local” food
economy.
According to the Athens-based institute, its mission
is to increase knowledge about local food providers and
participating venues and events. The project, now in its
seventh year, includes more than 140 farmers and restaurants. Ohio counties Mahoning, Shenango, Licking and
Perry, and Huntington, West Virginia, have since joined.
When the locavore food movement began in the
1980s, the center started building a foundation for the
idea. It established partnerships with local businesses and
implemented product branding such as “Food We Love.”
In 2010, Leslie Schaller, the director of programs at the
center, and Paige Alost, the executive director of the visitor’s bureau, launched the 30 Mile Meal Project.
According to Schaller, the project initially acted as a
springboard that encouraged restaurateurs and chefs to
build food-source relationships with local farmers and
food producers and then publicize those connections.
“We vote with our forks three times a day, or some of
us graze all day long, so there’s just a lot of opportunities
to reinvest in your neighborhood, in your community and
10
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your county when you choose more local food — and really, when you choose a local business over all,” Schaller
says. “We have this amazing food economy where you can
really year-round commit to eating local.”
Rutter Hospitality LLC, owns two participating venues
including the Burrito Buggy, a food truck that has been
in business since 1984. “The Burrito Buggy has been part
of the 30 Mile Meal Project and a food truck since before those things were even popular to say out loud,” says
co-owner Sheldon Andrus.
Andrus says the other business, OMG! Rotisserie, is a
testament to the project’s potential. “I’m scared to say it,
but I think we might be the first soul food restaurant in
Athens County and it shows that the 30 Mile Meal can be
diverse,” says the Louisiana native.
While not all the OMG! Rotisserie ingredients and
products are sourced within the 30 Mile Meal Project radius, the owners hope to soon supplement the menu with
options from local purveyors such as Shagbark Seed &
Mill, King Family Farm, Cantrell Honey & Candles and
Snowville Creamery.
Sand Ridge Bed and Breakfast owner Connie Davidson says she’s served locally-sourced food since opening
her Millfield business in 2009. For example, she serves
breakfast items such as Ridge Runner Coffee, Sticky Pete’s
Pure Maple Syrup, eggs from Jenkinson Farm and Garden, and produce and bread from the Athens Farmers
Market. She says a number of her customers have told her
such conscientiousness was a reason they chose to stay at
her B&B.
Davidson said the project’s merits are two-fold as people want to support an area’s sense of community and also
be actively aware of what they are eating. “You can buy
things from Kroger, but it just seemed better to support
the local farmers.”

We have this amazing food
economy where you can
really year-round commit to
eating local.”
LESLIE SCHALLER,
director of programs, ACEnet

OPPOSITE PATE | An OMG! Rotisserie employee
chats with a customer.
LEFT| Burrito Buggy employee Taylor Bruening
will take your order now.

A 30-second peek at 30 Mile Meal
MISSION

The Institute supports the development of local
food systems through education, mentoring, facilitation, replication, and collaboration. Institute
activities include training and technical assistance, aggregation and sharing of best practices,
convening local food practitioners and assisting
in the implementation of successful models.*

VISION

An increasing number of regions across the
U.S. are developing resilient and equitable
food systems that result in healthy and locally
produced food for all, homegrown economic
opportunities, job and business creation, preservation of farm land and sustainable practices
that protect these environments.*

30 Mile Meal Regions

Athens, Ohio

http://realfoodreallocalinstitute.org/athens-oh/

Mahoning and Shenango valleys, Ohio
http://30milemealms.org/

Licking County, Ohio

http://realfoodreallocalinstitute.org/licking-county-oh/

Huntington, West Virginia

http://realfoodreallocalinstitute.org/huntington-wva/

WEBSITE

*http://realfoodreallocalinstitute.org/

RIGHT | In addition to regional websites, 30 Mile Meal groups have
searchable Facebook pages, such as the Athens, Ohio, 30 Mile Meal. .
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A Seat at the Table

Lancaster’s Cherry Street Pub Offers its House to the Public
BY LOUIS BARAGONA | PHOTO PROVIDED

T

hough it isn’t quite at the end of the rainbow, Lancaster’s Cherry Street Pub is, to owners Billy and
Lorena Smith, just as valuable as a pot of gold. The
pub’s exterior reflects such appraisal, its gold and red
colors still vibrantly crowning the building despite being
nearly 100 years old.
Indeed its outer authenticity blends Irish folklore and
legend while still keeping in mind the genuine hometown feel of its location.
The Smiths quickly admit that nostalgic hometown-proud feel is absolutely on purpose. “When people
walk in they have memories of sitting in a booth with
parents and grandparents. It can be nostalgic as they are
carrying on the tradition even by just sitting in a certain
booth,” Billy says.
Sitting in the pub, one can look around from any
booth and see artifacts of Lancaster history with wall
hangings and memorabilia, vintage and modern, from
yesteryear and yesterday. The Smiths regularly update
the bar’s interior with one exception: the bar. The centerpiece of the restaurant has been used for decades. “The
antique bar is amazing and it’s over 100 years old. It’s the
center of it all,” Billy says.
Billy says they were inspired to open the restaurant
in a less-corporate area of their hometown to fill a void.
“Lancaster didn’t have a good neighborhood pub with
great food. I wanted to do a restaurant that I would like
to frequent,” he says.
The Smiths, both lifelong Lancaster residents who
temporarily lived in Florida before returning with their

Eat, drink and be cherry! A menu sampler

Disco fries

French fries with cajun
spice, gravy and cheddar
cheese
12
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Cadillac Mac

Mac ‘n cheese with pork
chili verde, jalapenos and
corn salsa

restaurant plans, say they’ve savored the community’s
support of their venture. “The reaction has been absolutely wonderful,” Billy says. “When we opened, the line
was out the door and it hasn’t changed since.”
As for what characterizes the Cherry Street Pub as an
official pub — a shortened term for Ireland and Britain’s
“public house” drinking establishments — Smiths cites
its overall feel. “It’s small and in a neighborhood location. The atmosphere has Lancaster historical pictures on
the wall,” Smith says. “It’s classy and casual, clean. It’s
not a dusty neighborhood pub but has a warm welcoming feel that any pub needs.”
And then there is, of course, the food. Their most popular item is a pub standard. “People love the fish and
chips,” Billy says. But the restaurant is not without its
own signature dishes, setting its menu apart from the average pub. The menu boasts “polliwog dip” a pimento
cheese and pork dip, “the big lojeski” kielbasa and pierogi, and a variety of different mac and cheeses.
Their most popular signature item, Smith says, is the
pecan crusted chicken and waffles. In what seems like
a nod to “Man vs. Food” the pub also offers the Cherry
Street Challenge, which includes a mass of food that features three waffles, 10 ounces of corned beef, six scrambled eggs, 12 pieces of bacon, American and Cheddar
cheese, with butter and syrup on top. “It’s gluttony, but
it’s good,” Billy says with a laugh.
But for those who crave a side of Lancaster’s neighborhood ethos with their entree, Cherry Street Pub seems
made to order.

Cherry Street Float

Jack Daniel’s ice cream,
cherry soda and a moonshine cherry

BABB

Bison burger with sauteed
onions, and mushrooms,
bleu cheese, A-1 and mayo

In Your Neighborhood
LEFT | Joseph Wright, executive director of the French Art Colony,
welcomes visitors at The French Art Colony entryway. The organization
has been at the historic river mansion since 1970.

Community Spirit
through Culture

Gallipolis’ French Art Colony
Enriches Lives with Artistic Outreach

N

estled on the river in Gallipolis is a cultural haven. From art classes to gallery exhibitions to
theater productions, the French Art Colony has
been a destination in Gallia County for more than 50
years. The organization is named for the history that lies
within Gallipolis, which is known as the “old French city.”
“We’re the second-oldest settlement in the Northwest
Territory,” says Janice Thaler, who is one of the founding members of the French Art Colony as well as sitting
board president. “We tried to keep the history intact.”
Thaler says the idea for the Colony began in 1964 when
a handful of Gallapolis residents wanted oil painting lessons and one of them decided to rent a second-floor studio in an old building. “We had our studio, there was a
bathroom and a tiny area where you could store your artwork when you were finished, and we started having art
classes up there,” Thaler says.
The class offerings expanded to drawing, sculpture
and a variety of other artistic media. In 1970, the colony
moved into its current location — a historic river mansion built in 1855 that belonged to Jenny Holzer, mother
of Dr. Charles E. Holzer Jr. and the wife of Dr. Charles
Holzer, founder of Holzer Hospital. To purchase the
building, the colony received one of the first two grants
from the Ohio Arts Council in 1968. Both Jenny and Holzer Jr. were actively involved with the French Art Colony.
“It’s a beautiful home, and the interesting part is that
home only has had three owners,” Thaler says. “Our intent was to make it useful for the art colony but not de-

BY SOPHIE KRUSE | PHOTO BY QUINN CORRADO
stroy any historical features in the process. We haven’t
altered anything; we’ve kept the integrity of the house,
but it’s very much useful. The whole thing is dedicated
to the arts.” Since then, the colony has tailored its course
roster to meet the needs of community members. Along
with traditional art classes, it offers piano, guitar, photography, sewing, yoga and dance classes.
The building features a gallery area for art from the
surrounding regions. Recent examples include two youth
art exhibitions in collaboration with local schools — Gallipolis City Schools and Gallia County Local Schools. “A
lot of times, our gallery exhibits are from artists who enter our competitions,” says Joseph Wright, executive director of the French Art Colony.
Another extension of the colony is its in-house theater
group composed of a community group, a youth group
and a puppet team. Wright says the groups often take
adapted versions of their productions— shortened versions of the full production with limitations on costumes
and props — into area schools to showcase to students.
On Thursday evenings throughout the summer, the
colony hosts “Hot Summer Nights,” which offers theater
performances, booths by local artisans and food specialties from local restaurants. “I think we have a unique role
in that we have the opportunity to connect people from
all different walks of life,” Wright says. “They’re all together working on a creative outlet on a creative journey
together.”
For more information: www.frenchartcolony.org
S o u t heas t Ohi o
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The Place to Create
Zanesville Business Incubator Helps Bring Local Ideas to Life
BY KYLE WIGGERS | PHOTOS BY ANDREW DOWNING

Y

ou would be forgiven for mistaking the Muskingum County Business Incubator for a school. After all, it is housed in a 55,000-square-foot former
elementary school building near Zanesville. Today, the
building’s winding hallways, chalk-lined classrooms, and
administrative offices enjoy new use: a place to create.
Business incubators — organizations that provide
space, equipment and mentorship to small business
owners for a nominal fee — are the hallmark of hightech hubs such as San Francisco, Austin and New York.
They are the sort of institution that may seem anomalous
in a rural Ohio county whose largest employers are retail
establishments and manufacturing businesses, but the
region’s undiversified economy was strategic. “It’s something about us that’s different from other incubators,”
says interim executive director Larry Triplett.
Such distinction requires determination, and in 2003,
Triplett, a longtime entrepreneur, recruited the support
of Zanesville-Muskingum County Chamber of Commerce president Tom Poorman. Triplett, Poorman and
the fledgling incubator’s other founding members were
awarded a $100,000 grant from the Muskingum County
Department of Job and Family Services and set up shop
in a tiny downtown Zanesville storefront.
Its first space – an aging 5,000-square-foot office –
was not exactly luxurious, but a supportive landlord kept
rent reasonable. Within a few years, the incubator offered
consulting services and housed four startup companies,
In 2011, it moved to its current location.
The former school building now enjoys its second
life as a place to share ideas. The gymnasium, which a

14
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few years ago stood in disrepair, is now headquarters for
specialty softball company Apex Sports. The old cafeteria is now the base of operations for Foodorks Alliance,
a culinary incubator that offers equipment and training
to restauranteurs. And last fall, the group transformed
17,000 square feet of the building’s second story into
mixed-use space using $225,000 in state grant money.
But perhaps the incubator’s most successful companies are found in the many renovated classrooms that
dot the first floor. For example, public relations firm
Disrupt Media’s office, an invitingly bright purple room
with cushy chairs, big beanbags, and tall green pillars, is
the outgrowth of a business that CEO Ryan Thogmartin
began in his basement in 2011. “I started getting clients
and (it) just wasn’t very efficient,” he says. He yearned
for guidance. “I wanted to be around other entrepreneurs
who could share ideas, around people with small businesses of their own.”
Thogmartin joined the incubator’s business development program in 2012, and Disrupt Media flourished.
“The program helped me narrow focus on a niche,” he
says. That niche turned out to be funeral homes, and today Disrupt Media helps establishments build a social
media presence.
The mentorship that the incubator provides to growing companies — coaching, networking and building
network contacts — is far more valuable than the physical space it can offer, Triplett says. “(Offices) are one
thing, but helping entrepreneurs to surround their ideas
with business techniques and business approaches is
much more important.”

To that end, the incubator’s entrants start from scratch;
they develop a workable business plan, a sound marketing strategy and a sustainable source of income in the
course of a few weeks to a few months. “Most of the people that join our program have some kind of expertise in
some area but aren’t businesspeople,” Triplett says. “Just
putting together a social media strategy, for example, or
getting a meaningful line of credit is something they’ve
never done before.”
Successful graduates of the incubator have gone on
to attract outside funding, some from the East Central
Ohio Tech Angel Fund that Triplett helped start. Others
have participated in Shark Tub, an annual competition in
which companies compete for a piece of a $100,000 prize
pool. And a few have attracted broader attention; TicketCrush, an online event ticket broker worth an estimated
$2 million, was recently highlighted by U.S. Sen. Sherrod
Brown, D-Ohio, as part of an Ohio state initiative to promote job growth.
But the incubator also has an eye on the next generation of entrepreneurs. Its collaboration with Muskingum
University offers competitive internships with startup

companies to interested students. The incubator also has
a relationship with Zane State College that sees students
develop business plans. “Students can get a sense of what
it’s really like to run a business,” says Randy Wharton,
dean of business and engineering at Zane State College.
“In class they learn the theory, but there’s no substitute
for experiential learning.” Triplett says. The incubator is in talks with university administrators to build a
Muskingum University branch location.
During the next three years, the incubator aims to
graduate 40 business and 400 new jobs. Since the incubator’s inception, it has created 175 jobs and worked with
more than 100 companies.
“It’s not going to be an overnight phenomenon,” Poorman says. “An incubator is a long-term investment.” But
the incubator’s graduates have the potential to expand
globally, he says, attracting talent and dollars to the region. “The goal is to target small businesses that can grow
at a national or even international level.”
The mission of Muskingum County Business Incubator is ultimately to create transformative new industries
long into the future, Triplett says. “Our job is to create
jobs. If I can help an existing company that happens to be
in the community, but not in the incubator, that’s just as
valuable as helping a startup add jobs.”

OPPOSITE PAGE | Larry Triplett, CEO of the Muskingum County Business
Incubator, runs a tight ship.
LEFT | The MCBI’s colorful communal space has whiteboards, pencils and paper
to encourage collaboration.
BELOW | Specialty softball company Apex Sports has its headquarters in the
incubator space that was formerly a gymnasium.
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Constructing a City’s Comeback

Chillicothe’s Majestic Theater May Be the Golden Ticket
PHOTOS AND STORY BY DEREK SMITH

T

he history of Chillicothe’s Majestic Theater is one
analogous to the architectural crown jewels in similar once-bustling towns. Although the structure
has seen better days, it’s nowhere near ready to call it quits.
Today, the theater and its immediate neighborhood
— mere blocks from the town’s move lively downtown
restaurants and shops — are gradually being transformed
into its next phase of use. A series of renovations could
bring the theater into this century, opening the possibility of getting new money into the downtown while maintaining the integrity of this historic institution.
Built in 1853 as an entertainment center for the town,
the Majestic featured a theater, a dance hall and a home
to the town’s Masonic Lodge.
The Masons sold the building in 1904, and the theater
traded hands several times in the 20th century until a trio
of Chillicothe businessmen bought it in 1990 and turned
the decaying theater into a nonprofit.
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The new owners did what they could at the time, giving
it the service needed to bring the theater into the 1990s.
Since then, the building’s renovations have been primarily funded through public grants.
“It’s been great with the county (who has) helped us
with some things, and it’s a lot of people helping the
Majestic to find grant opportunities,” says Gene Betts, a
board member at the Majestic.
Yet today, the theater still shows its age. Tattered red
floral carpet leads down some of the aisles, the ceiling’s
paintings are chipping, and along the left side of the theater that leads to the stage, the paint and even pieces of
the wall have begun to flake off, partially covering the
black power cords stationed around the space.
In addition, the Majestic lacks handicap accessible features such as an elevator. To retain the building’s interior
character, structural renovations would need to include
an external elevator.

There’s a huge focus on downtown
revitalization, and this is a landmark that
can get people downtown seeing shows.”
GENE BETTS,
Majestic Theater board member

Similarly, along 2nd Street — one of the more developed streets in the downtown — several empty storefronts and the occasional dilapidated building reflect
the financial challenges confronting many Midwestern
towns and cities.
But bright spots exist such as the empty storefronts
next to the theater being renovated, some of which already await the right business to set up shop.
“There’s a huge focus on downtown revitalization, and
this is a landmark that can get people downtown seeing
shows,” Betts says. “It’s also about reliving history, which
is what Chillicothe is known for.”

In the case of the Majestic, if the theater is awarded
more state grant funding for building improvements, it
has a chance at attracting larger shows that bring more
people downtown. Another encouraging possibility is
the Majestic may receive $750,000 as part of a larger plan
to renovate the town, should the state’s budget for next
fiscal year be approved. This grant could help the theater
renovate and expand the facility to make it more attractive to production groups and clientele.
And with necessary funding and continued determination, the Majestic’s facelift could set the stage for the
neighborhood’s second act.
For more information: http://www.majesticchillicothe.net/

www.facebook.com/majesticchillicothe/

OPPOSITE PAGE | The Majestic’s
aging marquee hints of past glamour
and future possibilities.
THIS PAGE, LEFT | Well-maintained
homes sit adjacent to renovated storefronts
in the neighborhood around the Majestic .
BELOW | The steel neon-lined Majestic
archway still spans East Second Street.
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In Your Neighborhood

Fair Thee Well
This Summer

Blue Ribbon County Fairs Offer
4-H Connection and Community
Distinction

ABOVE | Champion market goats and their owners are shown at the 2013
Vinton County Fair. Photo provided by Umbarger & Sons Show Feeds.

F

or more than a century, the 4-H organization has
engaged America’s children with agriculture, science
and confidence.
Today, the Ohio-originating nonprofit organization
is the largest youth mentoring program provider in the
country with more than 6 million participants in the U.S.
The program unites land-grant universities with county
governments and the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
offers youth everything from healthy living classes and science courses to community and leadership programs.
But perhaps the most publicly visible 4-H presence involves the nation’s county fairs, a summertime staple. Each
represents what is unique about its local community and
offers a variety of entertainment and adventure for visitors
of all ages; one is sure to get a peek into what — and who—
make a community quite its own.
Visit one of the more than 90 fairs throughout Ohio and
get a chance to engage with local people, pet farm animals,
join arts and crafts workshops and eat delicious local food.
Here is a sampling of the region’s fare:
VINTON COUNTY FAIR, MCARTHUR, JULY 25-30
Fairgoers are guaranteed a couple of fun-fueled days
with adrenalin-pumping experiences from demolition derbies and go-kart racing to truck pulling. Watch kids and
grown-ups operate large vehicles, whether on the racetrack
or as they plow up dirt roads. For fun and laughs, go see
the local magician perform as he pulls mesmerizing tricks

BY NATASCHA TOFT
from his cowboy hat or visit one of the many stages where
local artists carve wood or paint large wall murals with
help from the visitors. Enjoy food made with homegrown
ingredients while listening to local bands playing country,
bluegrass and gospel.
PIKE COUNTY FAIR, PIKETON, JULY 31-AUGUST 6
This year marks the 107th annual county fair in Piketon. Fair officials work closely with 4-H to educate and
promote a healthy and balanced lifestyle among youths
and adults in Piketon. The fair is a great opportunity for
close encounters with a range of farm animals while learning about farm life, food sustainability and agriculture. By
partnering with 4-H, the Pike County Fair empowers and
encourages children to partake in positive changes within
the food industry and agriculture.
ROSS COUNTY FAIR, CHILLICOTHE, AUGUST 6-13
Each year, thousands of visitors travel to Chillicothe to
participate in the annual Ross County Fair. The fairgrounds
hold a vibrant history, with the first fair taking place almost
200 years ago in 1833. Then, the fair was an opportunity for
local businessmen to compete and showcase their tools and
animals. Today, the fair attracts guests who come to participate in the many events and workshops held throughout
the week. With livestock exhibits, art competitions, movie
nights, flower shows and cooking classes, the options seem
as endless as the late-summer sun.

Southeast Ohio 2016 County Fair Schedule

JUNE

Pickaway County Fair (Circleville) 18‐25

JULY

Adams County Fair (West Union) 10‐16
Lawrence County Fair (Proctorville) 10‐16
Jackson County Fair (Wellston) 15‐23
Perry County Fair (New Lexington) 18‐23
Vinton County Fair (McArthur) 25‐30
Pike County Fair (Piketon) JUL 31‐AUG 6

AUGUST

Gallia County Fair (Gallipolis) 1‐6
Athens County Fair (Athens) 5‐13
Ross County Fair (Chillicothe) 6‐13
18
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Scioto County Fair (Lucasville) 8‐13
Muskingum County Fair (Zanesville) 14‐20
Meigs County Fair (Pomeroy) 15‐20
Monroe County Fair (Woodsfield) 22‐27
Noble County Fair (Caldwell) AUG 29‐SEPT 3

SEPTEMBER

Washington County Fair (Marietta) 3‐6
Belmont County Fair (St. Clairsville) 6‐11
Morgan County Fair (McConnelsville) 6‐10
Guernsey County Fair (Old Washington) 12‐17
Hocking County Fair (Logan) 12‐17

OCTOBER

Fairfield County Fair (Lancaster) 9‐15

Talking Points
OPINION

High
Pressure
Policy

T

he documented history of the Appalachian region during the past century demonstrates how a
population can both prosper and suffer from the
extraction of valuable resources underfoot. So it’s hardly
surprising that recent policies involving Wayne National
Forest are flashpoints for heated debate.
At play is the forest’s 240,101 acres of federally-owned
land — home to over hundreds of now-abandoned coal
mines — and to what extent the wealth in oil and gas
below will be accessible via drilling.
The Bureau of Land Management is an agency within
the U.S. Department of Interior that regulates vast tracts
of government-owned land across the country such as
Wayne National Forest. Last November, it announced
that certain tracts inside Ohio’s only national forest will
be made available for drilling following environmental
assessment surveys of the land by the bureau and local
ranger services.
Supporters of the announcement say a renewed mining industry could create local jobs and wealth from taxation on the product.
But those opposing the plan take issue with mining
in protected land, and their concerns aren’t rooted in
paranoia. Mining companies in the region have a history
of accidents. In 1992, a spill at Meigs county’s Raccoon
Creek left toxic waste that caused severe damage to the
surrounding environment.
Buckeye Forest Council, a nonprofit environmentalist group based in Athens County that focuses on wild
forests, clean water and climate, is one vocal opponent
of the assessment. In a seven-page document sent to the

Drilling Down the Region’s
Reaction to Fracking

BY DEREK SMITH
bureau’s Northeastern States District last January, the
group contends the authorization of mining in Wayne
goes against the protectionist spirit of the park.
“Ohio is a vast ocean of relatively unregulated private land,” says Joe Hazelmaker, of the Buckeye Regional
Council. “Only small islands of public forest protect the
state’s natural resources. Is it so much to ask to protect
that three percent?” The group’s letter detailed its concerns about accidental spills and water contamination
due to mining.
However, Wayne Forest Ranger Gary Chancey says
drillers would use less invasive vertical wells instead of
larger horizontal wells; for example, while both types of
wells still require a controversial combination of highly
pressurized mixture of water, sand and small mixture of
chemicals to cut into the earth and extract the minerals
within, horizontal wells require more pressure.
The byproduct of this process is a mixture of earth,
water and chemicals that must be disposed of properly.
Drillers will be required to reduce the environmental impact on the air, water, and wood, and to protect the various species of plants and animals that inhabit the areas
near some of the sites, which are inspected by the local
ranger service.
These stipulations as well as additional policy information can be found on the Wayne National Forest website: http://www.fs.usda.gov/wayne.
In the meantime, the ranger services continue its ongoing efforts to clean up the leftovers of abandoned mine
shafts such as acidic runoff from shafts and nearby lands.
This work will linger for decades.
S o u t heas t Ohi o
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A Larger-than-Life Vision
One Man’s Passion for Building Community Engagement
may be Confined to his Museum’s Steps

BY JULIANA SCHEIDERER | PHOTOS BY ANDREW DOWNING

B

elmont County resident Dan Brown may be described myriad ways: a recycler, an adult fan of
Legos, a local businessman, a would-be councilperson and the self-proclaimed Donald Trump of the
Village of Bellaire.
As a Bellaire businessman, Brown owns a recycling
company and the popular Toy and Plastic Brick Museum, which he opened in 2007 to house a large collection
of Legos and other toys.
Located in a 100-year-old school building on the
banks of the Ohio River, the museum is Brown’s quirky,
larger-than-life tribute to innovation and his lifelong
love of Legos. With its life-sized Lego cartoon characters,
animatronic Lego musicians and 20 themed rooms, the
museum is extraordinarily eclectic. And unlike a typical
museum, the staff at the Toy and Plastic Brick Museum
encourage patrons to touch and explore the Lego collection — and build their own creations.
Brown’s Lego-themed items include carpet that once
decorated the company’s U.S. headquarters and Legoland
models that have since been retired. Brown says online
and offline auctions have been great resources for museum items. “Once we started putting it together, people would come to me with what they had,” Brown says.
“Plus, I’m a recycler by trade, so we recycle everything.”
One of the museum’s biggest claims to fame is its 2007
Guinness Book of World Records accolade for Largest
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Lego Image. The image, housed in the school’s gymnasium, features a large tractor-trailer with the names of the
project’s builders immortalized in the design. Brown says
he hopes to add new things to the museum each year.
“We’re adding two more themed rooms soon and another build room,” Brown says. “Soon, the museum will
have two different places to build.”
He says the focus from the beginning has been to provide a hands-on experience that can’t be found at other toy museums. “It’s very interactive. When you press
a button, things happen,” Brown says. “Our focus is just
fun and play. That’s what it’s all about.”
Museum patron and local resident Stacie Duffey
agrees. For her, the museum represents a great family-friendly environment and a chance to spend time with
her children. And there really is something for everyone,
she says.
“The sculptures are amazing, from Scooby Doo and
Spiderman as well as Darth Vader and Yoda.” Duffey
says. “It’s as much fun for adults as for kids.”
Overall the response to Brown’s museum has been positive although not everyone is a fan of the man behind
the museum. Brown has made waves in Bellaire through
his vocal criticism of the town’s policies.
And while operating an attraction in a town turned
against him is a challenge, Brown says the museum is
thriving despite challenges from local authorities.

I’m just not well-liked by
the establishment. I’m the
local Donald Trump.”
DAN BROWN,
Toy and Plastic Brick Museum owner
“The community supports the museum, but they don’t
really like me,” Brown says. “But outside of Bellaire, even
just 10 or 20 miles, it’s been huge support, just huge.”
Brown was recently elected to Bellaire’s city council. As
the first elected write-in candidate in the village’s history,
he says he’s faced a lot of pushback from the established
city council.
Brown was surprised to have won the seat over his
predecessor but understands why residents might have
wanted to see some news faces in the council. “The people were sick of the establishment,” he says. “They wanted
a clean sweep of the entire council and mayor.”
Duffey agrees with Brown’s assessment and believes in
him to improve Bellaire. “Dan has done more for Bellaire
than most of those sitting in council seats. But he gets
blocked for taking a seat he legally won.”
Councilman Jerry Fisher is aware of the comments

Brown has made regarding the council but says although
their opinions differ, it doesn’t affect his patronage of
the museum. “As a matter of fact, I take my grandson up
there,” he says. “It has nothing to do with (my patronage). It’s a separate issue.”
Brown says the museum’s attendance hasn’t suffered in
spite of his standing in the community. “We don’t rely on
Bellaire for attendance. Most of our attendance is from
outside the area.”
But Brown clarifies that it’s not necessarily the citizens
of Bellaire who don’t like him. After all, he was elected by
write-in votes.
“I’m just not well-liked by the establishment. I’m the
local Donald Trump,” he says. “But my boast has always
been that the museum was built by Bellaire people. The
local people came out and they helped me build it from
the beginning.”

OPPOSITE PAGE | Brown chose the 100-year-old Gravel Hill School to be the home for his museum.
THIS PAGE | The museum is full of tiny tributes to creativity, such as this miniature Lego fortress. Brown crafts
displays and works of art from the recycled Legos in his collection.
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High Speed Deficiency
Rural Counties Wait (and Wait) for Broadband’s Arrival
BY KYLE WIGGERS | CHART PROVIDED BY LYNN WARNER

L

ynn Warner just wants faster internet. At her home
in Noble County, a few miles from the center
of town, the Caldwell Public Library librarian
subscribes to Frontier Communications Corp.’s Digital
Subscriber Line, a souped-up version of dial-up that
relies on bundles of telephone lines to deliver data.
Warner is not located close enough to her provider’s
equipment to get faster speeds, and competing regional
companies are not any faster or cheaper. “I’m too far
out,” she says.
Warner is one of the lucky ones. According to a 2014
survey by Connect Ohio, a subsidiary of the nonprofit
internet advocacy group Connected Nation, a majority
of Noble County’s 14,645 residents – roughly a third –
lack any choice in internet service.

Broadband Basics

Internet speeds are measured in bits per second, or the
amount of information transferred over a fixed period of
time. On a typical DSL connection of 500Kbps (0.5Mbps),
a four-minute, 4Mb song takes a little over a minute to
download. A full-length movie takes four hours, and
streaming is out of the question. HBO, Amazon and
other on-demand video services recommend at least
3Mbps. The average connection in the United States was
31Mbps as of September 2014, according to the Federal
Communications Commission, the agency of the United
States government charged with regulating interstate
communications including internet.
The FCC has long maintained that so-called
broadband internet — connections faster than
traditional dial-up — has transformative potential. In its
2010 National Broadband Plan, the agency argued that
broadband had a vital role to play in education, health
care and small business opportunity. With broadband,
the agency wrote, a homeowner could not only access
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music and videos more expeditiously but also datahungry educational programs and personal medical
imagery.

Community Connection

Executive director of Connect Ohio Lindsay
Shanahan cites rural Ohio as one that could reap
productive benefits. Farms with broadband can achieve
higher efficiency with such technologies as GPS-enabled
tractors that fertilize economically and soil sensors that
shut off valves to prevent overwatering. “There are plenty
of opportunities for higher sales and greater production
(in) broadband,” she says.
Perhaps equally as important are its implications
for the community. Noble County very nearly meets
the definition of a “media desert”— a geographic
locale without access to fresh local news, says Michelle
Ferrier, principal investigator for The Media Deserts
Project and dean of innovation at the Scripps College of
Communication at Ohio University. According to the
project’s maps, fewer than 25 percent of the population
has access to a newspaper. “The internet may be their
only source of local news,” she says.
The FCC’s broadband plan calls for tens of millions of
Americans to gain access to download speeds of at least
100Mbps over the next few years. But in Noble County,
that vision is far from realized; Connect Ohio reports
that only 57 percent of residents subscribe to broadband
at home. Instead, many residents of Noble County rely
on Caldwell’s library for fast, free internet. “People come
here every day to do schoolwork and work and check
their email,” Warner says. The library offers six terminal
stations and three card catalog computers in addition to
free Wi-Fi, which it launched when it upgraded to Time
Warner Cable broadband several years ago. “I often see
the same people come every day,” she says.

ABOVE | A declining number of community newspapers combined with a lack of affordable internet
in rural counties results in population clusters with little access to daily news and information.

High-priced Access

The 57 percent of current home broadband
subscribers represents an increase from 2008, when
just 21 percent of Noble County residents had a highspeed home connection. Part of the problem is cost,
and a combined 27 percent of Noble County residents
without broadband cited “expense” as the biggest barrier
to subscription, according to Connect Ohio. Similarly, a
national study by the Pew Research Center found that
one out of 10 households with incomes less than $30,000
reported having high-speed internet access versus six
out of 10 households with incomes less than $100,000.
Noble County’s median household income was $39,500
according to the 2011 U.S. Census.
Just how expensive is broadband in Noble County? A
plan with mobile carrier Sprint, one of the few internet
providers available in the county’s more remote regions,
starts at $50 per month. A similar offering from Verizon
Wireless begins at $60, and both plans restrict the
amount of data that can be consumed without penalty
each month. The least expensive plan offered by satellite
provider Hughes Communications, meanwhile, costs
$60 per month for 10Mbps and is also capped. By
comparison, 15Mbps cap-free broadband in Columbus,
Ohio, starts at $35 per month.
In 2014, Noble County neighbors Athens, Fairfield
and Pickaway counties’ Rural Broadband Initiative
Project received a $2.2 million from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture to establish broadband infrastructure,
and in 2011, Washington County received $100,000 in

There are plenty of opportunities
for higher sales and greater
production (in) broadband.”
LINDSAY SHANAHAN,
Executive Director of Connect Ohio
funding from Ohio’s State Appalachian Development
Program to assist in the development of high-speed
internet service.
Last August, major broadband providers CenturyLink,
Cincinnati Bell, AT&T, FairPoint Communications and
Windstream Communications accepted $58.5 million in
federal funding from the FCC to offer broadband to rural
Ohio homes and businesses not being served.
Although the funding will ultimately “dramatically
alter the broadband landscape in Ohio,” Shanahan says,
the labor-intensive plans call for broadband network
construction in rural areas over the next six years — 40
percent by the end of 2017 and 100 percent by the end of
2020. And it is not clear whether the internet providers,
which retain the power to choose which regions get
broadband first, will prioritize Noble County over
Southeast Ohio’s denser, higher-income counties.
For Warner’s part, she eagerly awaits the day when her
home plan will be just as fast as the library’s connection.
“I mostly want it to download books, actually,” she says.
“Right now, it takes forever.”
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The Lasting Legacy of the

Underground Railroad
Ohio’s History as Station to Freedom Endures
Through Those who Teach About the Past,
Explore the Present and Imagine the Future
BY AUNJANNA MILLION | PHOTOS BY ANDREW DOWNING

M

arietta resident Henry Robert Burke was a published author, historian, volunteer, lecturer, newspaper columnist and nationally recognized Underground Railroad expert. Burke had the desire and natural ability to share his knowledge with everyone until his death in 2012. “He was
such a great person and a huge loss to our community,” says Amanda Mayle,
Burke’s cousin.
However, Burke’s legacy endures through programs such as the Belpre
Historical Society’s Farmer’s Castle Museum, which permanently displays his
Underground Railroad research. And Burke’s engagement with the region’s
complex history inspires other,s such as his cousin Anthony Mayle to explore,
archive and celebrate the multicultural geneology.
STATION AGENTS
A deep current of history runs through Belpre, known as the Belle of the
Prairie, founded in 1789 on the banks of the Ohio River. It links the Mid-Ohio
Valley with the first library in Ohio, which was established in 1796 and played
a key role in the success of the Underground Railroad — a route of safe houses
for slaves escaping from the South during the mid-19th century. For many of
those fleeing, Belpre also represented their first taste of freedom as the Ohio
River separated non-slavery from slavery states.
There is no way to count how many slaves came across this portion of the
Ohio River because as they tried to cross, some would be captured and sent
back and some would willingly go back later to bring their family members
north. Even so, after crossing the Ohio River, their journey was not over. They
still had 1,533 miles to travel to reach uncontested freedom in Canada.
Abolitionists never led them the same way twice so slave catchers would
not find them. Abolitionists such as James and Margaret Smith of Belpre gave
aid and comfort to hundreds of runaway slaves in the Civil War era. Volunteers
risked their lives and safety and used their revolutionary minds to cause change
in a nation that did not value the lives of slaves.
RIGHT | A map of the Belpre, Ohio, and Parkersburg, West Virginio areas indicates
Underground Railroad safehouses and Ohio River crossing. Source “Washington County
Underground Railroad,” by Henry Robert .Burke and Charles Hart Fogle (Arcadia, 2004).
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LEFT| An African Sankofa bird statue represents a never-ending quest
for knowledge.
FAR LEFT This cave was once a
hiding place for African-Americans
escaping slavery.
BOTTOM | Anthony Mayle, a
cousin of historian Henry Burke,
helps expand the discourse about the
region’s multicultural genealogy.

The Underground Railroad organized change and
expanded in the area over the course of 50 years. Caves
throughout Hocking Hills, secluded basements in homes,
attics and in between floorboards were some of the hiding
places for passengers.
Today, the museum displays Burke’s collection of maps
that show different routes north and the area’s safe houses. It informs visitors how the Underground Railroad was
organized, who was involved and the immense risk they
took to help others. The exhibit room is filled with maps,
pictures, video presentations and the fascinating stories of
those involved.
A portion of the exhibit is also dedicated to Tema, Ghana, a major port in Africa during the slave trade where Africans sold their own people into indentured servitude. The
display includes artifacts Burke purchased that include an
African mask and animal carvings.
“His life’s work was to promote and reach people about
the Underground Railroad and the work of the abolitionist
movement,” says Nancy Sams, the historical society’s president. Burke’s honors include a lifetime achievement award
in African-American history research from the Washington County Historical Society and the Friends of Freedom
Society Conductor of the Year award in 1999.
According to Sams, the museum’s ongoing goal is to expand the base of knowledge in the area. “We will maintain
the exhibit and his work as long as we have the museum.”
Burke’s work demonstrates a determination to educate
others about the region’s abolitionists — who believed no
human is property, no human should be treated as less
than, and no human is better than another. By understanding the individuals who acted as beacons for change, people can better contextualize other American social movements that follow.
Burke’s son Paul cites the current Black Lives Matter
movement as an example, which works for the validity of
black life and building the black liberation movement. Way
before there was a slogan, Paul recalls that his dad wanted
young people to know their history. He wanted a tightly
woven community of people who knew the truth of African-Americans’ roles in history and their importance in
society today.
“My dad believed that black lives matter his entire
life,” Paul Burke says. “He always wanted to make a
26
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mark on young people to make sure they understand.”
Certainly, the sentiments and volunteer work of Burke’s
cousin Anthony Mayle indicates an understanding. “He
was not only a family member but a mentor and a father
figure,” Mayle says.
Mayle works as a career exploration and readiness coordinator at Zane State College and is a board member
of the Multicultural Genealogical Center in Chesterhill.
Mayle’s role with the center, an organization that celebrates diversity and multicultural history throughout
southeast Ohio, extends Burke’s passion. Mayle is a guide
and lecturer for discussions about African-American culture and heritage to create an environment of equality
and life significance.
The stories of the slaves and the abolitionists are not
confined to any museum’s brick walls but reside in the
houses, caves, trees, river, land and people of southeast
Ohio. The stories are maintained and advanced by the
descendants of change agents and volunteers. The legacy
survives because Sams, Burke and Mayle keep it alive.

Local History
BY HISTORIAN HENRY BURKE

M

anasseh Cutler, a Revolutionary War Officer, became engaged in the provisions of the Northwest
Ordinance before Congress, for the government of the
Northwest Territory. He was successful in uniting the
discordant political elements and made possible the
enacting of provisions (Article 6) in the Northwest
Ordinance which-Forbid slavery in the Northwest
Territory.
In Decatur Township “western” Washington
County, Ohio, there is a tiny hamlet named Cutler
in honor of W.P. Cutler a descendant of Manasseh
Cutler. Cutler was a station on the earliest branch of
the Underground Railroad. This was no accident, but
rather the direct result of Manasseh Cutler’s anti-slavery sentiments.
Ephraim Cutler, son of Manasseh Cutler, was a
member of the Northwest Territorial Legislature and
Washington County’s delegate to the Ohio Statehood
Constitutional Convention. He cast the single vote
that kept slavery from becoming legal in Ohio! When

Ohio became a state in 1803, Washington County,
Ohio already had a small but influential population of
abolitionists.
David Putnam Jr., was Marietta’s premier abolitionists and Underground Railroad Conductor. The
Underground Railroad and David Putnam Jr. literally
grew up together. As a young man, David became acquainted with some of the slaves from Wood County,
Virginia, and he listened to their fears of being - “sold
down the river” - to plantations in the Deep South.
By the time he was a teenager he had decided that he
would fight slavery.
In 1847, George Washington Henderson (Henderson Hall) of Wood County, Virginia brought a law suit
against David Putnam Jr., ($7,000) for his implication
in the loss of nine slaves from Henderson Hall Plantation. Actually, some of the fugitives were hidden in
David Putnam’s house, and were only able to escape by
a bold act of trickery. The law suit was later thrown out
of court on a legal technicality.
Comprehensive documented information about
the history of the Underground Railroad can be found
in, “Mason-Dixon Line” and “The Escape of Jane” a
true story of a Mother and her seven children that
made it to freedom through the U.R. stations in Washington County.
Story reprinted with permission from the Washington County
Visitor’s Bureau, http://www.mariettaohio.org/
Photo source: http://henryburke1010.tripod.com/

Belpre Historical Society’s Farmer’s
Castle Museum
509 Ridge St., Belpre, OH 45714
740-423-7588
Wednesday and Saturday: 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Multicultural Genealogical Center Goals*
1. Collect written and electronic records that document
the lives, histories, and genealogies of families in the
region whose ancestries cross racial and/or cultural
boundaries.
2. Protect the integrity of these records and documents
for future generations by securing and maintaining an
orderly archive for public benefit.
3. Assist individuals or organizations interested – for
personal genealogical and not-for-profit purposes – in
researching such families or accessing data housed in
the Center archives.
4. Educate members, visitors, and the public about the
lives, roles, and contributions of those families and traditions to American society.
5. Exhibit, disseminate, and publicize in appropriate
venues information regarding such contributions.

6. Promote and improve, through community and educational programs, public perception and recognition
of the region’s diverse, multicultural heritage.
7. Work cooperatively with organizations, universities,
agencies, and libraries to gather, share, and preserve genealogical information and related historic documents
pertinent to the region.
*Source: www.mgcenterchesterhill.org/past-activities

The Multicultural Genealogical Center

7540 Marion St., P.O. Box 125, Chesterhill, Ohio 43728
740-554-3257 740-448-1305 740-707-4025
The Center is open by appointment.
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Musical Heirs

Local acts offer fine-tuned family affair
BY JULIANA SCHEIDERER | PHOTOS BY TYLER ROSS
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THIS PAGE | The Ohio Valley Opry entertains the hometown
crowd in McConnelsville with traditional country shows.
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he Ohio Valley Opry has charmed audiences at
the Twin City Opera House in McConnelsville
since 2000. Founded by Marvin Clark and his
family, the seven-piece band puts on a show featuring
traditional country tunes and old bluegrass favorites.
Since then, the show has grown to include piano, steel
guitar and an in-house comedian.
“The band includes pretty much everything you can
imagine for a country band,” Clark says.
Part variety show, part traditional country show, the
Ohio Valley Opry pulls from both local and regional
talent to fill out its rotating lineup of performers. Six
times a year, it brings in national acts from Nashville.
Although it draws talent from throughout the region,
the band itself has become a family affair.
“When we started out 15 years ago, my girls were
kids. They’ve grown up doing it,” Clark says.
Although they no longer live under one roof, Clark’s
daughters are still on the bill. One of his daughters
is married to the Opry’s rhythm guitarist and banjo
player, and the couple’s 4-year-old daughter sings in
the show.
This intergenerational lineup affects the band’s
sound. Clark says the band’s younger musicians often
want to shake things up by playing more contemporary
30
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music, an enthusiasm he cites as crucial for the band to
thrive.
“Honestly, (younger members) bring to the table
music that the band has to learn and perform that I
wouldn’t necessarily choose,” Clark says. “But it keeps
the band evolving. New generations bring in new styles.
It makes us better players.”
One of these younger members is Bryant Sigler, the
Opry’s bassist who grew up wanting to be in the band.
“My dad started playing when the Ohio Valley Opry
began, and I grew up riding along to shows,” Sigler says.
Clark explains the band was looking for a new bassist
in 2007 when Bryant was 17. When Clark asked around,
Bryant came up to him and said, “I want that job.”
Music has always been a big part of the Sigler family’s
lives. Bryant’s father, Gary, a lifelong musician, is the
band’s drummer. According to Gary, there is no better
feeling than playing music with his family.
“I get to have my son beside me, and I get to work
with him,” Gary says. “My daughter also sings on the
show. It’s very family-oriented.”
The Siglers cherish this time together, especially now
that Bryant has moved out of the house. “It gives us an
excuse to hang out and rehearse,” Bryant says. “It’s a
chance to be around (my dad) and share a hobby.”

“When we started out 15
years ago, my girls were kids.
They’ve grown up doing it.”
MARVIN CLARK
Founder, Ohio Valley Opry

Gary also explains that the atmosphere of the
Opry and the reactions of the audience are what keep
him playing.
“I’ve been a musician my whole life and got burnt
out on the scene,” Gary says. “But this is a much more
satisfying experience. The people in my band are my
best friends. Everyone plays because they want to.”
Clark agrees. “We have as much fun playing
the shows as the audience does listening to it,”
he explains. “There are no egos on the stage. If
something crops up, you recognize it, realize you’re
brothers, and get it snuffed out. It’s good. It really is
like a family.”
This closeness is evident even from interactions
with the audience. During the show, as each vocalist
finishes a performance and leaves the stage, the Clarks
— like many proud parents — lead the audience in
another round of applause and congratulate each
performer on a job well done. Marvin and Deena
Clark’s stage banter and introductions of the
vocalists sound like conversations between friends.
They interact with the audience as well, even staging
an impromptu presidential primary, by counting
applause as votes.
This approach illustrates both tangible musical
talent and intangible community spirit. Although
the band was on stage wowing audiences with its
performance, it still came across like neighbors.
And during intermission, the band walks into the
audience to chat with fans, friends and family. The
reciprocal respect and appreciation is this band’s
lifeblood.
“If it folded tomorrow, I’d still have friends that
will last a lifetime,” Clark says. “But I can’t see it
going away. As long as the people don’t go away,
we’ll be there.”
OPPOSITE PAGE | A view from the balcony.
THIS PAGE, TOP | The Ohio Valley Opry calls the historic Twin City Opera
House in McConnelsville home.
BOTTOM | Marvin Clark leads the band on guitar.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Opry: www.ohiovalleyopry.com
Opera House: www.operahouseinc.com
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Sweet
Anticipation

When it comes to making
maple syrup, slow and
steady wins the taste
BY KYLE WIGGERS | PHOTOS BY ANDREW DOWNING

I

n this ephemeral moment, all is calm in the sugar bush. Water droplets cling stubbornly to tree
branches, remnants from an early morning drizzle.
Despite a gray cloud cover, it is surprisingly warm, a fact
reaffirmed by the incessant squishing sound of mud underfoot. Infrequent patches of snow are the only visible
remains of a winter storm that pummeled Perry County
recently. This moment could be mistaken for late spring.
But today, it is actually March. Tim Kirby of the Kirby Farm, a family-run farm west of Somerset, stands in
front of a stately maple tree adjacent to the sugar shack
used to boil the sap into syrup. It was a typical tap day.
The air smelled like pancakes and French toast.
The Kirby Farm is one of thousands like it across the
state that process the naturally sugary breakfast staple
from late January to early March. Indeed, more than
1,200 producers in 69 counties harvested an estimated
115,000 gallons in 2015, says state statistician Cheryl
Turner of the U.S. Department of Agriculture Ohio Field
Office. That is actually down from 2014; the brutal cold
spell in February affected production but Ohio is still
among the top four maple producers in the country behind Wisconsin, New York and Vermont.
In a few weeks, Kirby begins the family’s winter routine for the past two decades: drilling small holes about 2
inches deep into the more than 300 maple trees the farm
taps for sap. Once the holes have been drilled and flexible plastic spouts inserted to aid the flow of sap, the Kirbys connect the taps to a tubing network tens of feet in
length that runs downhill to a central receptacle. During
the day, sap collects around the taps and drains through
the attached plastic tubes. Gravity does the rest.
Sometimes, though, gravity could use a helping hand.
Kirby points out a particular tangle of tubing among
the plastic web, a segment that dips between the trees to
32
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which it is bolted. That sagging presents a problem. Every so often, Kirby has to lift the tubing for a few minutes
to ensure the syrup travels downhill. “It comes with the
territory,” he says.
The next morning, barring harsh weather, there is
enough sap to process. Maple trees are notoriously temperamental; prolonged cold causes the sap flows to slow
and the trees to close up around the taps, while unseasonal warmth causes bloom which gives the syrup a bitter taste. Last season’s cold spell was especially hard on
the Kirbys’ production. “We’re usually up to about 60
gallons of maple syrup by March, but last year we only
got up to 10,” Kirby says. “All you can do is hope for
milder temperatures next year.” The ideal conditions for
extraction are cold nights and mild days, about 40 degrees Farenheit.
But the biggest obstacle is not the weather. It is the
tiny, furry creatures that scamper quickly up and down
the maple trees — the squirrels, Kirby says. They nibble
on the plastic tubing that carries the sap downhill to the
central container, causing drips. Kirby has to routinely
check the lines for leaks. “It takes a lot of time,” he says.
Once the last of the 30 to 40 gallons of sap required
to produce a gallon of syrup drips into the receiving tub,
the processing begins. The tub is carried to the farm’s
sugarhouse, a tiny wooden shack that Kirby designed
and built himself with the help of his wife, children and
grandchildren. The cozy structure is furnished with a few
chairs, a large wooden table and a stove. There is also a
mechanism called an evaporator that constantly, carefully boils the sap.
Once the sap is poured into the stainless steel evaporator, it is cooked by firewood to remove any excess water. The boiling process must be monitored to maintain a
constant temperature — around 219 degrees Fahrenheit,

OPPOSITE PAGE | The Kirby Farm’s maple syrup derives its rich, dark amber color
from maple trees harvested earlier in the season, when the weather’s colder. The deeper
the color, the higher the sugar content.
LEFT | Tim Kirby, owner of the Kirby Farm, stands in front of a boiling batch of maple
sap. It’s processed in a steel evaporator at high temperature until it becomes a rich amber color, at which point it meets the definition of maple syrup.
TOP | The Kirby Farm sits in the rolling hills of Perry County, surrounded on all sides
by quiet woodland.

Kirby says — and the syrup checked frequently for consistency. The sap is known as maple syrup once it reaches
a sugar-to-liquid ratio of 67 percent.
Once the maple syrup reaches a rolling boil, it passes
through a filter press. The series of fine meshes removes
particles known as “sugarsand”—coagulated nutrients
from the sap produced during the cooking process. The
resulting clear, amber-colored syrup is then heated to
sterilize before it is packaged into bottles for sale.
The syrup that Kirby produces is darker than most
because of its higher-than-average sugar content, a characteristic Kirby owes to the species of maple that grow on
his property and the variability in temperatures. “Most
people seem to prefer it to syrup you might find in the
grocery store, honestly,” he says. “It’s not sickly sweet.”
A majority of the bottles will go home with visitors

participating in the Maple Madness Driving Tour, an
annual tour in March sponsored by the Ohio Maple Producers Association. The Kirby Farm is among the 45 producers that participate.
The United States produces about 3.4 million gallons
a year, and it is a lucrative business. The average price for
a gallon of maple syrup in the United States was $36.40 in
2014. Last year, producers in Ohio alone generated $5.56
million in revenue.
But for the Kirbys, it is not about the money. “It’s
something we keep doing because we love doing it,” Kirby says. “There’s something indescribably magical about
watching something so natural, sap from a tree, become
this amazingly delicious topping for ice cream, French
toast, you name it, and we love sharing that magic with
all the folks that stop by every year.”

Lancaster Maple Tapping Festival
BY JULIANA SCHEIDERER

W

ant more of the sweet stuff? See (and taste) for
yourself next year at the Lancaster Maple Tapping Festival, which offers Fairfield County residents the
chance to watch demonstrations of maple tapping and
learn more about the history of maple syrup. After the
syrup has been tapped, attendees enjoy a pancake breakfast and can purchase goods from local vendors.
“It’s based around the pancake breakfast because it’s a
fundraiser for Lancaster Parks,” says Alley Park staffer Trina Thorton. “But we will also have our sugar shack open,
with outdoor education staff members explaining the process of maple tapping.”
The event also features different stations set up depicting
the maple tapping process throughout history, including
the way Native Americans tapped trees and the methods
the pioneers used. In addition, it showcases the different
materials used for maple tapping through the years such as
metal and plastic.
After attendees have learned about the tapping process,

they can sample goods from local vendors, including maple-flavored kettle corn.
The event began in 1985 before the park had a nature
center, and staffers tapped trees the old-fashioned way and
boiled the sap. At that time, the festival drew close to 150
people, compared to the close to 600 now.
Thorton thinks the timing of the early-March festival
is a key aspect for attendance, as people are hoping to get
outside as the weather breaks. And it is something everyone can enjoy. “Who doesn’t like pancakes and maple syrup?” Thorton says.
Lancaster Parks and Recreation supervisor Steve Conrad says that although processing technology may develop,
the Maple Tapping Festival traditions remain the same.
“Things have changed and modernized, but it’s always
been our first big event of the year,” Conrad says.

For more information:

www.ci.lancaster.oh.us/281/Maple-Tapping-Festival
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The
Mothman
Cometh?
How one community’s
most notorious legend
flies in the face of logic
and lives on

BY DEREK SMITH | PHOTOS BY TYLER ROSS

Just across the Ohio River from Gallipolis, Ohio, lurks a mystery
that has gripped the town of Point Pleasant, West Virginia, and
its neighbors for nearly 50 years.
The story begins November 12, 1966, when five men digging a
grave in rural West Virginia claimed they saw a large man-like
flying creature that descended from the trees and flew over their
heads into the night. Locals credit this event as the first sighting
of the Mothman.
But there were more witness accounts to follow, and the Mothman’s original streak of terror in 1966-67 launched Point Pleasant into the national spotlight as people from around the coun-
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S

ince its first headline-grabbing days, the Mothman,
named in homage to the Batman TV show popular
at the time, has expanded from its Appalachian folktale
roots to become the subject of books and films. And for
the past 15 years, Mothman believers have gathered in
September for Point Pleasant’s annual Mothman Festival to visit the area he allegedly called home. For Point
Pleasant residents and neighbors the Mothman is more
than just local folklore, it now represents an important
part of the culture. Indeed, a statue of the creature sits
near the center of town, not far from the Mothman Museum and Research Center.
So just how does notorious legend fly in the face of
logic to live on today? While answers may vary, none
are more steeped in inquiry than those of Mothman
Museum and Research Center owner Jeff Wamsley,
who wrote “Mothman: Behind the Red Eyes,” a book
about Mothman sightings. In preparation for the 50th
anniversary of the first Mothman sighting, SEO parsed
from Wamsley’s book the gist of this sometimes-gory
story.
Most of the other sightings in the year following
the grave-digging episode were no more sinister than
people being scared by something they couldn’t easily explain, and often those events were rationalized as
hysteria mixed with sightings of the sandhill crane, a
large bird native to Canada that migrates south during
the cold season.
But the narrative changed at five o’clock on Dec. 15,
1967, when the heavily congested Silver Bridge that
connected Point Pleasant, West Virginia, and Gallipolis, Ohio, collapsed into the Ohio River, killing 46 people. In photos taken before and after the collapse, some-

thing can be seen clinging to the structure of the bridge
near the top. According to local legends, this lump on
the bridge was the Mothman.
Writer John Keel, author of “The Mothman Prophecies,” was a key figure in popularizing this tale. His
book documents his personal attempt to locate the elusive creature and offers an explanation for the Silver
Bridge’s sudden collapse. Keel, an avid UFO hunter and
follower of other mysterious events, claimed the Mothman was connected in some way to the series of UFO
sightings reported in the area around the same time.
In 1971, the cause of the bridge’s failure was determined to be structural.

I

n Athens, Ohio, a reporter for the Athens Messenger,
Mary Hyre, reported several strange incidents relating to the Mothman. Hyre is credited with being one of
the first reporters to cover the Mothman story and she
eventually joined John Keel to investigate the strange
reports coming out of this small town.
In January 1967, Hyre was working late in her office
when a short man with odd eyes covered by thick glasses and a black mop of hair in the fashion of a bowl cut
asked Hyre and her circulation manager for directions
to Welch, West Virginia. The man became increasingly
more awkward as their conversation progressed, leaving mid-conversation after stealing a pen and laughing
maniacally as he left the building.
Not long afterward, Hyre was approached by another
stranger who asked her about reported UFO sightings
that happened shortly before the bridge collapse. This
man reportedly visited several witnesses concerning
the UFO sightings and claimed to be from Cambridge,
Ohio. However, some witnesses claim this man didn’t
know the location of Columbus, despite the two areas
being relatively close in proximity.

S

upposedly the Mothman makes his lair in the depths
of the McClintic Wildlife Management Area, known
to the locals as the “TNT area” due to the decommissioned West Virginia Ordnance Works that covers a
large area of McClintic and surrounding Mason County. Throughout the woods, hills and streams that cover
this expanse of nearly 3,500-acre preserve, some of the
old factory and its explosive product still remain. After
World War II, the ammunition factory was decommissioned and parceled off to help other ventures in the
county such as a wildlife preserve at McClintic and the
county’s airport.
It was within this hilly area that the five men digging
a grave in November 1966 first saw a large man-like
flying creature, and three days after that, two couples
driving in separate cars near the TNT factory late at
night also encountered it. The couples supposedly saw
two red orbs coming from the open factory and a pair
of wings on a human figure nearly 7 feet tall. Frightened, the couples drove off into the night, and the flying
creature briefly followed the cars as they sped down the
highway. The creature was spotted three times that evening in the same area by other people.
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“You get the skeptics.
But whether or not
they believe it, they
still come.”
JEFF WAMSLEY, Owner
Mothman Museum
and Research Center

OPPOSITE PAGE | The stainless steel
Mothman statue sits in Gunn Park in
downtown Point Pleasant, West Virginia.
LEFT | The poster advertises this year’s
annual festival. The artwork’s source is
the Mothman Festival’s public Facebook
page, which has more than 12,000 “Likes.”

T

oday, most of the factory is gone, demolished or
abandoned. What’s left is slowly being reclaimed as
the forest buries the bunkers beneath trees, creating the
perfect lair for the prophetic creature of doom.
One of these bunkers exploded in 2010. Whether the
Mothman is behind the detonation remains unknown.
Much of the area that the Mothman inhabited has been
lost to government efforts to demolish the “TNT Area.”
A new bridge has even been erected, further distancing
the area from what it originally resembled when the
Mothman first made headlines.
As for Wamsley, he hesitates to call himself an expert,
despite his two books and countless hours of research
into the subject. His most recent book “Mothman: Behind the Red Eyes,” gives a glimpse into the diverse creature encounters from the area.
Describing how these stories often went untold for the
better part of 50 years, Wamsley writes, “What people
need to realize is that the individuals who sat down with
me, and described in great detail what they experienced,
are not the type of folks who beat their chests.” Whether

future reveals will occur, Wamsley says, “I revert back to
my ‘iceberg theory’ that suggests that only a small portion of this story has been told and that more key eyewitness accounts will hopefully see the light of day.”
Indeed, Wamsley sees the tales as an opportunity to
bring more people into the part of Appalachia he calls
home. Inside his Mothman Museum and Research Center, a variety of Mothman memorabilia and archived
information lies in wait for those willing to learn more
about the creature’s tale. Wamsley says visitors primarily
ask him about events depicted in the 2002 movie starring
Richard Gere, “The Mothman Prophesies,” rather than
the 1975 book of the same name, but he answers them
all the same.
“You get the skeptics,” Wamsley says. “But whether
or not they believe it, they still come.”
Regardless of questions about scientific evidence,
many people in the region and beyond are willing to suspend their disbelief for this fly-in-the-sky phantom menace moth. And in some cases, that is exactly what keeps
a legend alive.
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What’s Your Story?
LEFT | Wise finished in the Top 15 in the
national pagent in June. Photo by Edwin Shaw

BY JULIANA SCHEIDERER

Beautiful Determination
Megan Wise’s Journey to Win the State Crown

BY JULIANA SCHEIDERER

G

allia native Megan Wise knows the importance of
perseverance. The pageant veteran and reigning
Miss Ohio USA competed for nine years to
get to where she is today. In her final year of eligibility,
Wise took the crown and competed in the Miss USA
competition in June. Southeast Ohio sat down with Wise
to discuss her big victory and how she balances her job as
a first-grade teacher at Meigs Primary with preparations
for Miss USA.

LOVE OF THE STAGE

A lot of people think I started (competing) when I was
really young. They see “Toddlers and Tiaras” and think
I’ve been a pageant girl my whole life, but I actually started at 18. I just fell in love with the whole system and the
stage presence and the showmanship of it all. I just kind
of stuck with it and knew that this was something I ultimately wanted to do, and that was to go to Miss USA.

CROWNING MOMENT

(Winning) was pretty indescribable. It’s something that
I’d worked really hard for, for the past nine years. I could
always see myself winning the crown, but when you’re actually in that moment, it’s just an overwhelming and indescribable feeling of gratitude and joy all crashing together.

THE ROAD TO MISS USA

I feel like I’ve been working out like an athlete and training mentally like a politician. I’m trying to stay up on
current events while balancing it with the physical aspects because I don’t want to come unprepared! Doing
that and working has kind of been a balancing act.
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COMMITTED TO THE CLASSROOM

A lot of people have asked me, ‘Well, are you still working?’ and I say, ‘Yes, I’m definitely still working, I have 25
first-graders that depend on me every day and I just can’t
jump ship and abandon them in the middle of the school
year.’ Some of the girls (in class) understood (my win)
and were really excited about it when I showed them my
crowning moment video. The boys didn’t really understand. Some of them thought it was my birthday and I
heard one boy thought I’d won the Buckeye game.

SOUTHEAST OHIO LOYALTY

I love the area. I went to Gallia Academy, I went to University of Rio Grande, I teach at Meigs. If I didn’t have
the community behind me, and my supporters from this
core area where I live, I probably wouldn’t have the drive
to have completed this goal. I feel like it’s not just for me,
but a little bit has been for all of them because they’ve
supported me all this way. I have a lot of pride to represent this southeastern Ohio area, and to take it clear to
Miss USA.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PERSEVERANCE

My whole message through my win and my journey
to Miss USA is just perseverance and not giving up on
the dream. It took me years to actually get here. I think
a lot of times people give up on things way too easily if
it doesn’t happen for them right away. I just really want
(young people) to persevere and keep going and keep
working hard. Because if you put the work in, ultimately
you’re going to be able to achieve it.

Holzer Athens

The Clinic at Walmart
929 East State Street • Athens, Ohio 45701

2131 East State Street • Athens, Ohio 45701

Hours

Physician Offices

Monday - Friday: 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sunday: Noon to 5 p.m.

Monday - Friday: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Urgent Care

Monday - Friday: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday: 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

powered by
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Fantasy and fun connects the
blocks on display at the Toy and
Plastic Brick Museum in Bellaire.
Story on page 20.
Photo by Andrew Downing
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